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Chris Red Drops Summer Hit With Pop/Electronic Single  

‘Angel Undercover’ 

 

Listen 
Fanlink 

Download Artwork  

https://fanlink.to/angelundercover
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Qv3CTKrmlnlUFs-yEpaFL8RNhO2EVk3/view?usp=sharing


About The Release 
Singer and songwriter Chris Red is back on the scene with a beautiful new song, 

“Angel Undercover.” This single combines catchy melodies with uplifting production 

aesthetics and a nice sense of musicality that adds more depth tot he song. Angel 

Undercover could be described as a perfect introduction to Chris Red’s creativity and 

musical vision as a whole. What makes “Angel Undercover” special is the fact that it 

sports a wide range of influences and sonic aesthetics. It is not only pop but also 

shades of indie music and even some amazing electronic sounds with a very edgy, 

contemporary feel. This means that Chris has a more diverse sonic formula, allowing 

his sound to be more personal, and far from the usual cliches and genre limitations. 

Some of the most interesting artists are the ones who set the bar higher and 

challenge themselves, and this definitely happens to be the case here!  

 

What makes this release special is how it swiftly combines elements of tropical 

house with pop music, going for a one-of-a-kind feel. Chris has a bright, melodic 

vocal with a nice register, and it really suits the particular vision for this release here. 

The high quality of the production will immediately capture your imagination. “Angel 

Undercover” has a larger-than-life feel, almost hitting the speaker in a big cinematic 

way. These sounds are very evocative and create a strong texture, rather than just 

focusing on a melodic line to remember. The fact that there are many layers to this 

release really allows the artist to achieve an extra sense of depth, making for a 

strong and balanced tone. 

 

We can continue to expect great things from this talented artist, who is aiming high 

with his music. He spares no effort when it comes to trying to capture his best 

performances, no matter what. If you like energetic music with an edgy twist, this one 

is for you. 
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Follow Chris Red: Instagram | Facebook | Twitter | Official Website 

https://www.instagram.com/chrisredmusic/
https://www.facebook.com/chrisredmusic
https://twitter.com/chrisredmusic
http://www.chrisredmusic.com/

